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Partly because of the recent premiere of Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens, interviews with Carrie Fisher have been plentiful. And thank you goddess for that, because what the world needs today is more Carrie Fisher. Carrie has always been on my radar: she's an incredibly multifaceted woman and an
amazing actress who talks about anything and everything - she's the definition of #queen. But the best part of Fisher's presence in this Star Wars round is something new - and no, I'm not going to tell Gary, her alien like a French bulldog (I can't get enough of that weird little Martian face!). In fact, it is a very real truth that
Carrie Fisher has established herself as a body positive champion. Case in point: In response to criticism of her on Twitter for her appearance in Star Wars (which, incidentally, doesn't deserve criticism - she was looking for FIERCE), Fisher fired a series of tweets saying that she recognizes that her body is aging - like
normal human bodies - and so should everyone else. Honestly, my favorite part of all this sense of humor and self-awareness is it takes with every interview and retribution: I love a girl who laughs at herself. This characteristic makes it my choice for my favorite Body Positive Champion of 2015. With these examples, you
can also understand why. She knocked off the Discussion of Her WeightIn the Sweetest Way Ever, Carrie Fisher refused to discuss her own weight during the interview because it is her body and she should not answer to anyone. Gary the dog was present. It was all majestic.2 She said H8rs retreat on TwitterIn the best
way possible, too. Hello, Gary!3. She had Insightful Thoughts on a Slave Costume In an interview with Rolling Stone in 1981, Fisher spoke about how she felt about the slave costume that she was made to wear as enslaved Princess Leia. She said, In Return of the Jedi, she becomes more feminine, more supportive,
more affectionate. But let's not forget that these movies are mostly fantasy boys. So the other way they made her more a woman in this was to have her take off her clothes. 4. She told Daisy Ridley to fight the slave costume because of her feelings about the slave costume, Fisher told Daisy Ridley, who portrays Rey in
the franchise, to stay away from letting the franchise do the same with the young Force Awakens star. This was in an interview with The Interview in which Fisher interviewed Ridley. Adorable.I hope when I'm 59, I have even half as much spunk and all around badassery as Fisher possesses. She's clearly a real queen
and general - she doesn't just play alone on screen. I'd follow her to any Death Star. Any.Images: Giphy (2) What does happiness mean for success? This is the question that fashion icon Eileen Fisher has been asking about herself and her company for the past year and a half. We are successful financially, says Fisher,
referring to record earnings over the past two years, but we are very stressed we I am sure that all our employees are happy. Should we measure anything other than financial results? Fisher, 64, has long talked about business as a movement. In a bid to make a positive difference in the world, she says, she realized
that the most powerful car she had available was the company itself. How is your goal to connect to your company's goal, asks Fisher. When people find their purpose, it's an organizing principle. We want to be a great company more than we want to be a big company. Fisher brought in a Brazilian executive named
Marcelo Cardoso to run a series of workshops on purpose for Eileen Fisher's executives, including one that Fisher hosted at her home. For one exercise, he asked Fisher to sit on a chair and imagine that she was the epitome of her own goal. I don't even remember what I said, Fisher says, but I remember feeling like I
could be more full of myself, I could bring those values to all those decisions that I'm making. Am I doing what's really important? Fisher has taken to returning to this particular chair when she has serious problems to contemplate what she now calls her purpose chair. It helps me to be clearer about myself and most
importantly. Fisher does not have a clear definition of her mission. I don't think I can put it into words. It's a feeling, a sense of rightness, that I'm doing the right thing. All this may seem like a great new age, a little soft and soft, but the phisher is absolutely the core in the business of his enterprise. We started asking why
we were doing this more and more clearly. It's a little destructive, but we're going deeper. We want to be a great company more than we want to be a big company. We've made a lot of profit, records over the last two years, but is that enough? Are the people in the company satisfied? No. It is ok? No. So, how are we
going to look at the company? If selling more means creating more stress for ourselves, should we do it? However, as our world becomes more complex, our process becomes more complex and our clothes become more complicated. It's not a good thing. Can we still be profitable and feel good about what we do? Our
sales team says what does that mean? Should we sell less? We look at things like reducing the number of styles and fabrics and yarns. What if we cut 20% on what we produce and focus on what we do best? Maybe we'll sell more and less work. Fisher admits that it's all in the making, that the results are unclear. But it
is committed to developing the culture of its business. We have programs for our leaders and we are looking to get involved from all our employees, we are creating a training laboratory. I really believe that business will have to think that way. Fischer pays special attention to sustainable development in all its forms.
There are limited resources, says referring to how factors and its human workforce. There are good things about blur bluring the boundaries between work and how we live, but it's also good for us to have some pause time to be with your kids and ride a bike or something. To restore more balance in her firm, Fisher
implemented the no-email rule on weekends. We don't have meetings on Monday until 10am or Friday after 1pm,' she said. This is a possible new model. If we can still make a good profit, we could make a little less, we do not yet know, but I believe it can work . Work, she says, isn't just about making money. If we work
in private hours, why can't we deepen our personal side while working? Work can be a place for personal growth and learning. If we can create environments where people can help each other grow, work itself can be a little more fun. Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright
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